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On Perennial Debates in the "Force Fields" of Martin Jay 

An Interview with Martin J ay' 

This interview was madl' in 
Berkeley on l\lay 5, 2003 by 
Beybin Kejanlıoğlu, who 
would !ike to express her 
gratitude to the Turkish 
Academy of Sciences for ils 
supporı; to Constance 
Rivemale both for her 
parlicular, preaous help in 
transcribing !he ıape 
attentively and for providing 
a peaceful environmenl in 
Berkeley lo work 
comfortably; and to \\'endy 
Schlesinger for the 
proofrl'ading and her 
inva\uable editorial 
suggestions. 

/ wo11ld like to begiıı witlı yo11r "big books" aııd a sari ofcoııtiıı11ity in 
yo11r areas of iııteresl tlıat I ded11ced froııı tize coııtext11al inforıııation 
yoıı Jınd provided. Yoıı ıneııtion Mnrcııse ns tlıe figııre ıvlıo piqııed 
your iııterest hı tlıe Criticnl Tlıeory nıul it seeıns tlınt tlıis iııterest lıns 
led ta The Dialectical Imagination (1973), lo Adonıo (1984), and 
eveııt11ally ta Marxism and Totality (1984) (as a res11lt of tize 
ınisqııotation, "Total Break ıoitlı AHıericn", ıvlıiclı 1.ons nttributed to 
yo11 by a ııewspaper as early as 1969). Yo11 alsa liıık Downcast Eyes 

(1993) to Marxisın mzd Totality iıı tenııs of lotaliziııg gaze. Is tlıere 

really s11clz contiıı11ity ar mn I dispelling a false lıarınony mzd 

coııtiııızity al lensi al tize level of objecl of inq11iıy? 

Well, certainly, there was no intention at the very beginning of 

the work I did on the Frankfurt School to spin out different books 

that dealt with interlocking themes. it is only a post facia 
reconstruction that allows me to see some kind of continuity. 1 would 

not say I can discern an overarching logic, but at least some issues 
and concerns link different projects in an associative ,vay so that 
theınes of an earlier one are revisited and re-described in a differerıt 
vocabulary in later ones. These in turn intersect with the subjects of 

various occasional essays, ,vhich do not fit precisely under the rubric 
of .the three larger books that you have mentioned or the current 

project on the notion of experience, but which alsa betray my 

perennial obsessions. So I would say yes, there are continuities but 

they are informal, unintended ones. Only in retrospect does a career 

seem to have any meaningful shape, which is fortunate because it 
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means when you are in media res, the future is stili filled with 

surprises. 

Cnn I nsk n questioıı nboııt your fortlıcoıning book ıvlıiclı is on 
discourses nboııt experience? Yoıı Jınve nlrendy pııblislıed ıvorks on 

experience nnd Beııjanıin, Der.veıJ, aııd Foucaıılt. Wlınt is tlıe story 
belıind "experience"? 

This is alsa a book that goes back to the beginning of my work, 

but then veers off in new directions. The Frankfurt School itself was 

very anxious about ,vhat it saw as the decay, decline or ,vithering of 

something called experience. in their specialized vocabulary, the 

German word Eıfalırııng stood for the healthy type of experience 

-involving narrative communicability and the partial integration of 

subject and object- as opposed to the impoverished type known as 

Erlebnis, which implied subjective immediacy and intensity without 

meaning. So, I was alerted from very early on to the fact that 

experience was a problematic issue and one that might even be seen 

a barometer of the crisis of modernity. in another context, when J 

examined the French critique of ocularcentrism, the issue of what 
constitutes a valid visual experience, ıvhether it be a reliable 
indicator of an external world ora seductive mystification produced 

by ideology, alsa brought home to me historical variations in the 

status of bodily experience. Visual experience is never innocent 
because it is inevitably filtered through cultural mediations; it too 

may be in danger of becoming degraded or corrupted (although 
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See especially, Jay, }..lartin 
(2002). "Cultural Relativism 
and the Visual Turn.'' foımırıl 
ofViswı/ Cultun· 1(3). 

ironically via the surplus of images that bombard us rather than by 

their scarcity). Finally, I have always been interested in the vexing 

issue, ıvith which ,ve struggle .all the time, of the authority, 

legitimation, ground, or ,varrant for the truth claims ı.ve make or 

values \Ve hold. Is it possible to base such claims or values on ,vho 

,ve are, or more precisely, on ,vhat ,ve have experienced as particular 

individuals ar members of a group? The exigent issue of identity 

politics, still sa importa_nt in the American academy, and I anı sure 

else,vhere as ,vell in any multictıltural context, raıses the ıssue of 

experience as a legitiınating gr~und, ı.vhich shuts out those ,vith 

different backgrounds. As a result, exploring the contemporary 

function of experience as a ,ground of k.no\vledge and values is alsa 

one of the motivations of (his essentially historical project. 

Positions are nlso questions of rolınt ... 

What we call "subject positions" and their relationship ıvith 

epistemological and ethical authority is at stake here. 

ı was tlıinking of asking tlıis Inter bnt as yoıı /ıave jııst ıııeııtioııerl tlıe 
cııltııral nıediatioıı I cıuı ask it ııoı:o. hı yoıır receııt zvork and alsa in 

sOnıe otlıer earlieı: oııes related to vision, yoıı eınplıasized 
i;Tecoııcilability of c;ıltııre and ııntııre. 1 Cnıı yoıı corıııneııt on tlıis? 

it is one of the perennial problems of all Western thought, and l 

am sure not only Western thought alone. Whatever we construe asa 

natural given of our biological, environmental context seems hard

,vired and resistant to change. What \Ve construe as historical or 

cultural is considered more or less variable, amenable to human 

·intentionality, and open ta radical improvement (ar vulnerable ta 

degradation). Although the terms in which this oppositi~n is cast 

change, the alternative is very hard ta overcome. 1oday, ıt may be 

sociobiology, far example, on the side of nature and a 

deconstructionist version of textual uncertainty on the side of 

culture. Intellectual hist~rians are aware of the fact that these debates 

have undergone ınanY different variations, ,vhile never coming to a 

very clear and positive resolution. it is perhaps a good thing that this 
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is the case, far it reminds us that do.not know really what the limits 

of human creativity are. But we are alsa aware of the fact that there 

are indeed limits. Sa, it is a question of testing the mix in specific 

cases without having ana priori transcendental account of what the 

inherent balance behveen constraint and cre.a_tivity, behveen nature 

and culture, might be. This battle, of course, is now being waged at. 

the deepest levels through practical human interventions in what 

ı.vas traditionally considered t~e natural. Such inriovations as· 

cloning, the cyberization of the human body and its replacement ar 

extension through prosthetic devices and genetic engineering mean 

that what we once saw as the limits of nature rnay in fact be 

changing. But what will never happen is that they will entirely be 

effaced. What \Ve call "nature" is one ,vay to nan1e those liınitS and 

thus to restrain the danger of over,veening human hubris. 

IJ1.ve retıını to tize enrly 1970s, yoll seenıed to get a critical reviezv by 
aıı expoııeııt of tlıe Criticnl Tlıeory of igııoriııg tlıe prerloıııiıımıce of 

l\ı1nrxist Hıınınııist inflııence over tlıe I!ıstitute's early years oıı tlıe oııe 

lımırl, mırl lıe alerterl by an attack of strııctıırnlist lvlarxists ta lalıel tlıe 
Criticnl Tlıeory ns lvlarxist Hıtınanist on tlıe otlıer. 1 \ıVns ita battle 011 

two froııts ar only agaiııst "scientific" strııctıırnlist staıırl? · 

- Structuralist Marxism \Va~ never very po,verful in the United 

States and I myself was never dra,vn ta it. it always seemed ta rrie 

improbably mechanistic and philosophically reductionist, as well as 

politically dangerous. I never found it plausible, although I had 

friends in Britain \vho tri~d to convince me of itS value. So it ,vas ~ery 

easy to be critical of the scienticisın of structuralist Marxism, which 

seemed in spirit a continuation. of Engeİs' version of naturalist, 

autornatic, determinist Marxisrn, Marxism Jvithout the subje~t or 

human agent. What was a bit more_ of a departure was ta be critical · 

of a kind of sentimental Marxist Humanism, represented by Erich 

Fromm, at least in his later years. My initial ·work on the Frankfurt 

School showed that they were critical of both of these alternatives .. 

Although at the time they were assimilated ta Marxist humanism, 

especially ta the Hegelian Marxism associateçl with Lukacs, Gramsci . 

3 
For instance, one of the 
points raised b)' Douglas 
Kel!ner against Martin Jay's 
Tlıe Diakctical lıımsiııatfoıı is 
its undrrestimation of !he 
influence of Lukacs and 
Korsh on the Frankfurt 

· School. See, Kellner, Doug!as 
(1973). 'The Frankfurt School 

· Revisited: A Cri!ique of 
Martin Jay'ş Tlıe Dialecticıı/ 
lıııııgiııatiıııı." New Gı•rm!lıı 
Crifi,ııı,· 4 .. ln line with such a 
view yet from a structuralist 
1'.forxist standpoinl, Göran 
Therborn interpreled The 
Frankfurt School asa variant 
of Marxist Humanism, 
espedally through analyzing 
Horkheimer's and }.larcuse's 
essays on the Critical Theo.ıy. 
See, Therbom, Göran (1970). · 
'The Frankfurt School.'' New 
Left Reırit•w 163. )ay's defense 
of ıhe position of the 
Frankfurt School asa critique 
of both "sdentific" and 
"humanist" Marxism is in: 
Jay, ~!artın (1972). !he 
Frankfurt School's Critique 
of Marxisl Humanism." Sociııl 
R6earclı 39(2) (Summer); 
republished in Perııırınt'lıf 
Exiles. NY: Columbi,a 
University Press, 1985. 
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and Korsch, they understood the limits of the essentially idealist 

notion of a metasubject of history, an expressive subject of history, a 

totalizer of history, as if it were a single narrative. A similar 

conclusion \vas dra\vn by Haberrnas in his o,vn career. There is, in 
fact, a specific mon1ent in the Positivisınusstreit, the debate over 
positivism,' where he rejects the quest for a Hegelian metasubject 

and ernbraces a rnore pluralist notion of hvo, interactive, but 
irreducible modes of being in the world, which he calls labor and 

communicative interaction. This ne,v approach reflected in a ,vay a 
ratification, albeit in a different vocabulary, of the same move made 

by Adomo and seme of his col!eagues in the Institute when they 

questioned the notion of an expressive, metasubject making history 

out of itself. When Adomo ta!ked in Negative Dialectics' of the 

preponderance of the object, this signaled a check on the hubris of 

the fully constitutive human subject. in Critical Theory, to return to 

your question, there ,vas a two-front vvar, one against structuralist 
Marxism, and the other, a little bit less obvious, against a strong 

version of Marxist hurnanism. 

Talkiııg aboııt ııoıı-ideııtity tlıeory mıd ııegative dialectics, yoıı 

ınentioned Adonıo aııd Habernıas bııt tlıere is aıı inıportnnt differeııce 
as Haberıııas is tryiııg ta fiııd a positive altenıative t11J"oııg1ı 
coııımııııicative rationality aııd nlso your writings slıoıv tlıis teıısion 

betweeıı tlıenı. 

-That is true. 1 am always reluctant as an intellectual historian 

to take sides at the outset, and instead to listen carefully and 

generously to the people I study. The hepe is to extract from !hem the 

strong points of their thought, rather than dismiss them by fixating 

on their mest vulnerable weak points. Both Habermas and Adorno 

have a lot to teach us, even though they do not fully come together 

as a coherent program. For example, Habermas alerts us to the 

abiding importance of intersubjective communication, based on the 
need to make persuasive arguments rather than prophetic 

pronouncements or aesthetic intuitions. Adorno, in contrast, teaches 
us the limits of communication in the present world, and the need to 
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be suspicious of the model of intersubjective transparency when 

there are obıective impediments to its realization. it is not true that 

there ıs always a transcendental possibility lor comm . t" 
beca al . uruca ıon 

~se re ın~erests and differential capacities undermine th; 
workings of an ıdeal public sphere. Habermas himself of course 
knows ali this but Ad · ' ' . . . ' . orno ıs more persistent in seeking out its 
ımplıcatıons, which necessitated resorting to theoretical practices 

that may be esoteric and even elitist in their resistance 
understanding. to easy 

I wanted to coıne to tlıe nıetaplıor 'fiorcefı"e/ds' tlıat l k ' you use zv ıen J 
~s ed aboııt tlıe tension betrveen Habernıas, Adorno nnd also otlıers. lt 
ıs one of ~oıır books title, it is tize lıending of vour coiııınn in 
Salıııngımdı, and it is a model of mıalysis tlıat yoıı a~p/ied ta Adama 
ta t/ıe hıstoıy of critıca/ flıeoıy, to tlıefie/d of inte11ectııa1 lıistoıy mı~ 
eveıı to yourself.(, In rvlınt sense do yoıı use this ınetaplıor? Is it, bot! 
tempom/ mıd spatia/? Is it differeııtfı·oııı "coııstel/atioıı"? ı 
it is a metaphor I have gotten from a number of different 

source_s, mostly from Benjamin and Adorno, but it is alsa there in 
Bourdıeu. They all d t d h un ers oo t at a cultural or intellectual f ld . 
not a static and f d t ıe ıs 

. . ıxe s ructure, but dynamic and filled with 
explosıve ten~ıons. As I tried to sho\v in Cııltıırai Seınnııtics, my most 
recent collectıon of essays, every ,vord needs to be situated . 
constellation ol its counter-concepts and near egu· 1 t W ın a k ıva en s. e can't 
ma esense of terms like "freedom" or "experience" or '"theor " 1 
we think b h Y un ess 

a. out t e surrounding words against which they are pitted 

~; the sedımented n1eanings, sornetirnes even contradictory ones 
hiey_ have accumulated through their usage over time. lncluded i~ 

t s ımperative is the need to think about how they are translated 

mto other languages, or o iten cannot be easily rendered with a single 

equıvalen~ ~errn. So, we have ta be a\vare of etymologies, of issues of 
translatabılıty and f I o con extual relations. Connected to th -=~ "h -' course, ıs t e issue of poı..ver, \Vhich gives the "forc " . 
any force field its larger meaning. But what the conce : ~: 
constellation tells us is that the power is not simply p ours as creators 

6 

See, Jay, :ı.-ıartin (1993). 
"lnlroduction.~ in Forcı• Fil'lds. 
London & New York: 
Routledge. 
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of the elements in a culture we identify as the forces in a particular 

field. Far, after all, the stars in a constellation exist prıor to human 

constitution, even if ,ve can make meaningful patterns out of ,vhat ıs 

given to us. 

In addition, ,ve have to be a,vare of ho,v our own e~terprise :s 
part of the on-going process, ,vhich prevents us froın havıng a God s 
eye view above the constellation or field of forces. V'İe have to 

ackno,vledge the temporal diınension in our interactıon ,vıth the 
past, for ,ve too are part of an historical stream th~t ne~er ~eases 
flowing. This, in fact, is a part the excitement of doıng thıs kind of 

work. Far you realize that you yourself are contributing ın a small 

way to the ınoving of the constellation forward, perhaps even 

leaving behind seme of the positions you held on to ın the past. Jf 
you live long enough, you recognize that soıne of the posıtıons you 

espoused, say, in 1970, are no lenger viable. The concept of.forcefield 

thus alerts you to the iınportance of what has been called the resıdual 
and emergent diınensions of any culture: what has been left from the 

past, remaining non-synchronous in the present, and ,v~at a~e the 
potentialities that ınay be realized in the future, emergıng ın the 

present, but not yet fully actualized. So, 'force field' is not sımply a 

static concept, but alsa a temporal one. Present and future are 

engaged in a kind of complicated negotiation, which ıs dynamıc and 

uneven because ,ve are alv.rays moving by fits and starts ınto a future 
which maintains traces, residues and fossils of the past. These, 

however, can alsa suddenly and explosively disrupı_ the_ smooth 

flowing of history, as Benjamin has pointed aut in his crıtıque of 

historicism. 

d art o' tlıe sııbtit/e of yoıır Cııltıırn/ Semmıtics, Keywor s as P ı d 
"emergent and residııal culture" ... TlıeıJ are pointiııg oııt Raynıo11 

Wi/limns ... 

Yes. 1 have enormous respect for Williams, ,vho is o~e of the 
figures I will be discussing at length in my book on experıence. He 

grappled with many crucial issues with a great deal ~f learnmg and 

sophistication, and had an enormous influence espeoally ın Brıtam, 
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and to seme extent in the United States, in cultural and literary 

studies. He was always, to be sure, a bit outside the Frankfurt 

School's theoretical tradition. He reviewed my first book in Tlıe 

Gıınrdinn generously, but the review was alsa a critique of Critical 

Theory's legacy, as he understood it. He was never fully comfortable 

with the Hegelian Marxist theoretical dimension of their work, and 

was alsa a more of an anti-elitist populist than they were, upholding 

a more expansive notion of culture. Whatever the differences may 

have been, the landscape of the 20• century, at least the leftist 

thought, without Raymond Williarns would be a very barren one 

indeed. 

E/itism mıd popu/ism glıost is evenJW!ıere. 

Yes, it is a perennial debate. 

Wlıen I went back to tlıe metnplıor of force fields and yoıır nppronc/ı, 1 

realized tlıat your writing style seemed ta coınpletnent it. You use "in 

one sense ... in anotlıer sense ... ", "on tlıe one Jıand, ... on tlıe other 

Jımıd", nnd ofteıı "iroııicn//y" nnd "pnrndoxicn//y". Is it n coııscioııs 

ntteınpt? 

I think irony is the sea in which we ali swim. We do not have the 

ability to get beyond it, to have an absolutely positive, clear-cut, non

paradoxical, non-ironic stance on many of the mest fundamental 

issues. So, my writing tries to be true to the complexities of the 

problems I find compelling and not hide my own very limited ability 

to find conclusive answers. What I want to do is to be honest to the 

dilemmas rather than try to short-circuit them. 1 have always been 

very <listrustful ofa kind of writing that radiates unearned authority. 

Intellectual history is leamed commentary with only seme modest 

critique of the ideas and thinkers we study. üne should maintain a 

certain humility in the face of the achievements of the figures of the 

past whose work is worth resurrecting and commenting on. Despite 

our hindsight, we have to resist feeling utterly superior to them. That 

is why I try to be generous to different positions, even to the ones 

that seem politically problematic to me, and wrest from them 
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meaningful insights, which may in fact be useful even if they are 

based on assumptions or values that I would not myself share. 

An opeıı text? 

I aın not, I think, an experin1ental ,vriter. 1 try to ,vrite lucidly 

and far an audience that is, if not popular, at least broadly educated. 

h1Iy ,vriting never ıniınics, say, Bataille, Derrida, Deleuze or other 

experimental philosophers, although l try to be fair to the 

coınplexities those ,vriters have introduced through their style and 

avoid overly hoınogenizing paraphrases of their ideas. 

Yoıı 1ııe11tio11erl oııe of flıe ınosf obvioııs iı~nııences oper yoıı ns being 

ılrlonıo's rvorks. lıı rvlıic/ı terıııs do yoıı tlıink yoıı rliverge tlıe ınost 

froın lıiın? 

Adorno had the confidence ta judge ,vith authority rnnny 

things. He had very strong opinions, ,vhich ,vere rarely hidden. Fie 

kne,v, far exaınple, that Stravinsky, Hinden1ith and other figures in 

the history of music ,vere on the side of soırıething deeply regressive, 

even reactionary. And he ,vas equally certain that other figures, 

Alban Berg, say, or Schoenberg, ,vere progressive, and in ınore than 

just ınusical terıns. I a1n a little less confident that I have road n1ap 

that allows me to make those historical judgments about the way the 

world is going. in fact, Adorno himself, if you look at his writing 

carefully, tacitly undercuts that very assuınption, because he ,vas 

sensitive to a nuınber of conflicting ten1poralities, including decline 

and repetition as ,ve11 as progress. I aın even less assured in ıny o,vn 

judgments than Adorno ,vas about ho,v ,ve can assign historical 

significance to different cultural phenomena. That is one salient 

difference. 

in Do,vncast Eyes, yoıı say "/ıı1er/emı-Poızty occııpies n pivotal pince iıı 
tlıis ııarrntive" lıecmıse of lıis iııcomplete altenıotive plıilosoplıy of tlıe 
visııal. Alsa, Jıis book, Adventures of the Dialectic, inspirerl yoıır baokı 
Marxism and Totality: The Adventures ofa Concept from Lukacs 

to Habern1as. Do yoıı coıısirler Jıiın mı i111porta11t force iıı yoıır 1.uork? 
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Well, it is a good question. Merleau-Ponty is someone ı respect 

enormously. He did not finish his final work on vision and his 

politics were moving in directions that were never really fully 

reached. As a result, ,ve can see Merleau-Ponty as a transitional 

figure, moving a,vay from his earlier existentialist or 

phenomenological Marxism, away from a faith in the Jived body as 

prımary towards a belief that language was no less important, away 

from a faıth ın gestalt psychology to an interest in psychoanalysis 

sparked by a. nascent dialogue with Lacan. In short, Merleau-Ponty 

,vas n1ovıng ın '.nt~restıng directions, but ,vas prevented by his early 

death from achıevıng all he ınight have in reaching his goals. After 

its eclipse during the heyday of structuralisın, phenomenology has, 

of course, coıne back into fashion. There has been a recent interest 

show~ by film theorists, far example, and thinkers in the pragmatist 

tradı~ıon have recognized shared interests. And so Merleau-Ponty 

renıaıns a po,verful figure into the 21 'l century, ,vho has survived his 

premature burial at the hands of his foes. 

Aııotlıer iınportnnt figııre -nt lensi inıportmıt far ıne- is Areııdt. You 

lınve renlly hnd nız ınıensy relntion to Iıer. 

Yes, 1 do. 

hı yoıır zvork 011 Nlarcııse, yo1t ııse Jıer ns a corrective, tlıeıı cmne yoıır 

article, "Tlıe Political Existeııtialisın of Hn1111nlı Areııdt", uı/ıiclı is 

renlly an nttack on her, la ter in ya1tr zoorks 011 Heller n11d on aestlıetics 

ideology nııd politics, yoıı praised lıer far lıer npproprintioıı of Kant'; 

reflectıve Jııdgmerıt'. 

it is an excellent question. My ambivalence has to do with the 

availability and reception of her ideas and ,vith ıny o,vn 

understanding of them over the years. When J first used her against 

Marcuse ın that very early article of 1969, Tlıe Hııııınıı Coııditioıı' gave 

ıne a way to question the Marxist humanist belief in the metasubject 

of hıstory. Later, 1 recognized that Habermas had come to similar 

conclusions, partly through his reading of Arendt as we!L When 

several years later, 1 wrote the "Political Existentialism" essay, my 

Jay's works on Arendt 
meııtinned in this question, 
'The ;'\letapolitics of 
Utopianism" (1969) and "The 
Political Exıstenlialism of 
Hannah Arendt" (19i8) are in 
Paııuıııl'ııf Exifrs. 1'\ew York: 
Columbia University Press, 
1985; and "\Vomen in Dark 
Times: Agnes Heller and 
Haıınah Arendt" (1992-93) 
and "'The Aesthetic Ideo!og\'' 
as ldeology: Or \Vhat Does İt 
Mean to Aestheticize 
Pohlics?" (1992) are in F,ırcı' 
Fidds. New York and 
Loııdon: Routledge, 1993. 
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Art>ndt, Hannah (1958). l/ır 
Hıııııaıı Coııdiliım. Clıicago: 

Unıversıty of Chicago Press 
(in Turkish, iıısaıılık Dıırrıııııı. 
Trans., B. S. Scner. btanbul: 
İletisim, 1994). 
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thinking was influenced by long discussions I had in 1974-1975 in 

Oxford with lsaiah Berlin, who disliked her enormously. 1 was also 

struck by the fact that Margaret Canovan, in the book' 1 had been 

asked to review far Pnrtisnn Review -it soon became a longer essay of 

its own- never mentioned Heidegger or acknowledged her debts to 

German existentialism. This made Canovan unaı..vare of certain 

dangerous moments in Arendt's work, which had set her against 

from the more radical-liberal values that I found attractive in 

someone like Habermas. But then, when I began to look at the work 

that came out posthumously on Kant's political philosophy, 1 came 

to admire Arendt's imaginative reading of the Third Critique and its 

importance for critical judgment, something of which I was unaware 

of when ı wrote the "Political Existentialism" essay because her 

Iectures were not yet published. 1 then was able to draw on her 

arguments in hvo later pieces I ,vrote on the aestheticization of 

politics and the political theory of Agnes Heller, who had herself 

moved from a Lukasian position to one close to the later Arendt. My 

most recent work about her is the response to the volume edited by 

Craig Calhoun, Hamıalı Arendt mıd tlıe Meaning of Politics?"' Here I anı 

critical of some of the uses to which certain commentators have put 

her, turning her into a Nietzschean postrnodernist avant la letter, 
moving her once again too much into Heidegger's orbit. When I 

wrote that afterword to the Calhoun collection, 1 had just read her 

correspondence with M.;.y McCarthy,'' in which she says some 

pretty unpleasant things about race relations in America in ways that 

also alerted me to problems in her work, most notably the rigid 

separation of social from political issues. Richard Wolin's recent 

book, Heidegger's Clıildren,'' deals extensively with her debts to 

Heidegger in a way that reminds me of the criticism I expressed in 

"The Political Existentialism of Hannah Arendt"' back in the 1970s. 

Although ı would not agree with every aspect of Wolin's critique, 

which underestimates the virtues of many of her arguments, l found 

it fascinating to see how much that essay anticipated the later 

discovery of her debts to Heidegger, both personal and political, 

which she had tried to cover up for many years. in short, my 
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relationship over the years to Arendt's legacy is a complicated story, 

which was complicated stili further by another factor I haven't yet 

mentioned: the hostility that existed between her and members of 

the Frankfurt School, especially Marcuse and Adorno. 

But Benjamin ... 

She was close to Benjamin but argued with Adorno and others 

in the Frankfurt School about the meaning ofBenjamin' s legacy. Both 

Adorno and Arendt were claimants to Benjamin's legacy, as were of 

course other friends like Scholem .. 1 agree that my relation to Arendt 

is a very mixed one. 1 did not know her very well. 1 met her only once 

or twice. 1 stili respect her and stili read her with a great deal of 

benefit. For example, I used her in a long review essay I did on 

Christopher Hitchens' and George Stephanopoulos' books on Bili 

Clinton in which they attacked him for lying. 1 was able to find 

complicated 'arguments about the inevitability, perhaps even virtue 

of mendacity lying in politics in Arendt's work." 

''Mendacious Flowers"? 

Yes, that is right. 

Wlıat differentiates your attitude towards "tiıe body art" (as you ıısed 

it in your recent work on Deweı; mıd denıocracy) Jrom "academic 
woman as performance artist" ?14 

in the piece I recently published on somaesthetics and 

democracy, 1 argue for the potential of transgressive performance art, 

art which uses the mutilated, violated body as a site of 

experimentation, to raise questions about the relations between art 

and the body politic. Perhaps its primary function is to challenge 

traditional notions of aesthetic sublimation and organic wholeness, 

which then can be translated into political terms, supporting the 

ideal of an organic, often ethnically defined state. My earlier essay. 

'The Women Academic as Performance Artist" hasa different goal. it 

is a qualified defense of the foregrounding of the speaker's actual 

body, performatively self-conscious about the roles it plays in our 

culture, as opposed to an allegedly neutral transcendental mind, 

13 
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36(4) (,Vinter): 55-69 and 
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which suppresses the fact that it is always situated in specific bodies, 

specific histories and specific ways of presenting themselves in the 

world. 

But in both cases, the hope is that becoming aware of the 

suffering, gendered, culturally constructed body can ultimately 

stiınulate a discussion of \vhat peffornıativity is tadtly afguing, ,vhat 

the doing means. ln short, the goal is transcending inımed iate 

fesponses of astonishment Of disgust or outrage, in ofder to take 

seriously ,vhat deeper changes the provocation tries to realize .. My 

O\Vn personal inclination is less to perform in a transgressive 

\vay-l'nı not sure 1 have the imagination Of courage to attenıpt that

than it is to take the pefforınative interventions of othefs seriously, 

but then ultiınately to ınove to the !eve! of discourse to consider what 

they ınean. Soıne people, l aın sure, will see this as a betrayal of the 

very challenge perforınativity makes to discourse. 1 prefer to see it as 

a way to take the best aut of both. 

Sa, it is relnted ta tlıe "cııltıll'e of criticnl discoıırse". 

That is right. We are ali in that culture to some extent in the 

modern world, even though it would be a ınistake to idealize it and 

fail to acknowledge the practical iınpediınents to its lull realization. 

Conversely, its disappearance or discrediting ,vould be an enorınous 

loss. it is hard to iınagine what kind of world we will be living in if 

we \Vere to return to n1ore authoritarian ınodes of legitin1ation in 

\Vhich the status or charisına of the speaker ,vas n1ore important than 

the arguınents he or she uses. it is alsa, 1 think, an advantage to have 

a plurality of cultures of critical discourse -epistemological ethical, 

aesthetic, ete.- in which the protocols of arguınentation ınay vary to 

soıne extent, but the principle of persuasive arguınentation stili 

holds. But we alsa have to recognize the limits, both historical and 

perhaps intrinsic to !anguage itself, which prevent the full realization 

of an ideal speech situation. Soınething like Derrida's notion of 

deınocracy asa political afrangement ahvays to come in a future that 

is lorever beyond our grasp expresses this situation. Oddly enough, 

he is close to Haberınas in this regard, far the ideal speech situation 
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is ahvays still to come, ahvays a desidefatun1 or regulative ideal. So, 

democracy, lor both of them, is nota given state, but a striving that 

needs perpetually to be renewed, but never achieves final closure. 

Is tlıere a slıift in yoıır rvarks, as I sensed it, fraııı coıııınıınicntive 

mtionnlity lo tlıe artistic forıns of experieııce /ike body art, /ike middle 
vaice in navels? 

I think we ali have been affected by the ways in which modern 

life is increasingly aestheticized, lor good or lor ili. Aesthetics as a 

discursive realm has alsa become much more central, as the 

iınpoftance of cultural studies has begun to ınove aside more 

traditional social and political alternatives. And, of course the 

linguistic turn in philosophy has made us ali more aware :ı the 

fhetorical, figural, even literary dinıensions of even the most 

rigofous theory. As a result, aesthetic experience has enıerged as 

laboratory far ali types of questions about the human condition and 

contenıporafy society, and \Vorks like Adorno's Aestlıetic Tlıeoryı' 

have beconıe central \Vorks in many different disciplines. Even 

Habermas has been forced to think more about aesthetic issues than 

would have seemed likely at the beginning of his career. in a piece ı 

,vrote a fevv years ago, ''Habefnıas and Modernism", 1~ I tried to figufe 

aut ,vhat he meant by aesthetic fationality, ,vhich occasioned a very 

thoughtlul response by him. And of course, those thinkers we cali 

poststructuralist have made us very sensitive to the interactions 

between aesthetics and politics, to what Paul de Man called "the 

aesthetic ideolog)( which was a theme ı tried to address in another 

essay in the 1990's. l suppose ata time when politics itself has become 

so much an issue of images and syn1bolic displacements it is 

inevitable that we find ourselves dealing indirectly with issu:s like 

democratic theory, nationalism or the state through the medium ol 

aesthetıcs. 

A receııt col/ectioıı of essays, Cnııoııic Texls iıı Medin Researclı (2003) 

is divided iııto five parts: tize Frmıkfıırl Sclıoo/, Co/ıııııbia Sclıooı: 
Clııcago Sclıool, Toronto Sclıool aııd Britis/ı Cııltııml Stııdies. Par! of 

yaıır zvark seeıns ta cover tlıe canan of ınedin studies. One can alsa ndd 
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Polity, 1995; Tlıe Iııformatioıı 
Sııbject, G&B Arts 
Intemational, 2001: and 
Wlıat's Tlıe Jı,1atter l'ı'itlı 

Iııternet? University of 
Minnesota Press, 2001. See 
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www.lıumanities.uci.edu/ 
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Foıırtceıı//ı ııııd Eiglıteenflı 

Oııtııries. Cambridge; Polity. 

yoıır narrative of plıotograplıy, your works on Benjaınin, Kracmıer, 
Barthes, Metz to list a few," and your eınplıasis on politics and 
nestlıetics, intersubjectivitıJ, co,nmunicntion. 1 nın wonderüıg nbout 

your tlıouglıts aboııt the place of cultııre, coınınunication and tlıe 
nıedia in your intellectunl Jıistory. 

I have a good friend named Mark Poster," who is also an 

intellectual historian. He has gone much further than I in taking 

seriously the implications of contemporary media, cyberspace, 

virtual reality, the İnternet and digital technology. in comparison to 

someone like him, 1 am very much an amateur. But I think all of us, 

because of the fact !hat we !ive in a world thoroughly mediated by 

computers in a way that was totally impossible to imagine as 

recently as the 1980's, recognize how powerfully shaped our world is 

by the new media and technologies. We are all caught in webs that 

are indeed worldwide and deterritorialized, far good or far ill. As a 

resul!, it has become increasingly impossible to avoid thinking about 

even previous technologies which have had an impact on culture in 

ways that ence were ignored or laken far granted, understanding 

them as vehicles of thought !hat have a powerful effect on the 

substance of what is said. Even though the medium may be not the 

entire message, it is nonetheless enough of it !hat we can't avoid 

grappling with all of its effects, hidden or on the surface. Just as the 

linguistic tum in 20th-century philosophy compelled us to attend to 

the ways in thought was always inevitably presented in written and 

spoken farms that inflected, the inexorable expansion of 

communications and information technologies have directed our 

attention at the history of previous media. For example, the history 

of the book has become a staple of cultural history after the 

pioneering work of scholars like Roger Chartier." The Frankfurt 

School was, of course, interested in the radio and the cinema, as well 

as the phonograph record, in the creation of the culture industry. To 

the extent !hat my own thinking is indebted to theirs, 1 have alsa had 

to confront these issues, but I would not pretend that I have made 

any real contribution to media studies, which demands an expertise 

I clearly lack. 
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My /ast question is alsa related to tlıe field of coınmunication. 
Comınımication sclıolars alınost always feel ımeasy aboııt t!ıe field, 
wlıetlıer we are political scientists, sociologists ar else. I want to come 
to the issue of interdisciplinarity. in yoıır accoımt of 
interdisciplinarity of the Critical Tlıeory, you dreıo batlı on 
Horkheiıner's and Adorno's addresses in 1931, the former argııing far 
tize interaction of critical plıilosoplıy and eınpirical researc!ı, and t!ıe 
latter far science and plıilosophy as incoınpatible ınodes of cognition. N 

Tlıe latter challenging tize forıner -yoıı located tlıis aınalgamation in 
Adorno's work. Can it be extended to the ot!ıer ıneınbers of tize 
Institute? Is it t!ıe saıne issue yoıı raised in terıns of t!ıe ııegative 
dialectic of culture nnd nature?21 

Adorno came to be the mest important critic of the 

overambitious totalizing projeci of the early Horkheimer, at least 

tacitly. in Negative Dialectics, his consistent refusal to mediate the 

unreconciled contradictions of lale capitalism through a philosophy 

!hat could daim to overcome !hem on the level of thought betrayed 

his loss of faith in the integrative projeci of early Critical Theory. in 

fact, as early as his essay on "The idea of Natura! History, which he 

wrote befare officially joining the lnstitute, showed a resistance to 

the idea !hat the nature/ culture or nature/history opposition could 

be sublated or aııfgehobeıı. Although he was himself a polymath 

working in many different fields, his work tried to express 

perfarmatively the famous aphorism of Minima Moraliau that "the 

whole is the untrue." üne of my recent essays, ''The Menace of 

Consilience, Keeping the Disciplines Unreconciled," farthcoming in 

the Stanford Humanities Review, retums to this issue. "Consilience" is 

the term !hat Edward Wilson, the Harvard sociobiologist, adopted 

far the overcoming of disciplinary boundaries through the 

imposition of a common natura! scientific explanatory scheme. 

Against !his utopian projeci, 1 argue far a logic of metaphoric 

displacement, which allows us to translate roughly from one 

discipline to another, but never to subsume them ali under one 

rubric. Each discipline is, of course, historically grounded, and has 

had to assert its relative autonomy against its neighbors, even as it 

20 
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negotiates the boundaries that separate them and allows the 

importation of ideas and methods from the outside. Disciplines 

emerge and they sometimes amalgamate with other disciplines, so 

there is no hard and fast division of territory or labor. But 

interdisciplinarity, \Vhich is one of the most insistent buzz\vords of 

the day, should not mean a project to overcome all distinctions in the 

name of a n1aster discourse, like Wilson's consilience. The 

distinctions are healthy because the world in which we !ive is a 

world which is itself fractured and therefore cannot be reconciled on 

the level of theory or method. As 1 argued before about the 

impossibility of finding a way beyond the nature/ culture 

opposition, there is no \vay to overcon1e the distinction bet\veen, for 

example, sociology and psychology or politics and aesthetics. We 

soınetiınes get impatient ,vith such distinctions because ,ve ,vant ta 

get back to soınething that feels ınore organically whole, soınething 

that ,ve ınay fantasize exists on the level of the prereflexive life ,vorld 

prior to the differentation of the subspheres of expertise. This is not, 

to be sure, an entirely vain desire, as the differentiation can go too far 

and creative feelings of alienation. A field like 'comınunications', 

ıvhich straddles different more traditional disciplines, is a healthy 

reminder that these boundaries are not permanent, although 1 

imagine it too alsa has created its O\Vn sense of internal irıtegrity and 

external bourıdary-maintenance, ,vhich then allo,vs it ta con1pete in 

the marketplace far the scarce resources of academic life. Let us hope 

that in the 21 '1 cerıtury, a thousarıd rıe,v disciplines \Vill arise to 

th,vart the iınperative to subsume them under a n1aster discourse 

that pretends to have a totalizing gaze of the whole. 

Tlınnk yoıt very nıııcJı. 
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